
Bring your music to life 

Make your favorite songs sound even better with Jabra  
Elite 2. Our 6mm speakers deliver rich, punchy bass, while  
a customizable music equalizer lets you personalize your  
sound, so you can enjoy your music your way, anywhere.

Keep distractions at bay

Specifically designed for improved noise isolation,  
these earbuds help you get into the groove (and  
stay there) as soon as you pop them in your ears. 

Make clear calls on the go

With two microphones, you’ll always be heard  
clearly – wherever you like to chat.

Get power for hours

With up to 7 hours in the buds, a total of 21 hours  
with the case, and a fast charge giving an hour of  
power in ten minutes, powerful sound now comes  
with pocketable backup.

Enjoy maximum ease of use

With Alexa Built-in, one-touch Spotify playback,  
and Google Fast Pair*, you can ask for directions,  
play your favorite tunes, and instantly pair to your  
device without even breaking stride.
* Google Fast Pair, instant Alexa activation and one-touch  

Spotify playback compatible with Android only.

Choose style and substance

With a sleek charging case and a comfortable fit that  
stays securely in place all day long, these buds look and  
feel great from the first call to the last track.

Be ready, rain or shine

With IP55-rated rainproof protection, and a 2-year  
warranty**, these tough little buds will keep you  
plugged in, even if you’re caught out.
**Against failure from dust and water with Jabra Sound+ app registration
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Brilliantly engineered to breathe new life into your music.   
Great sound wherever you go.
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HOW TO PAIR HOW TO CHARGE

Push the buttons on both earbuds for 3 seconds, then  
go to the Bluetooth menu of your phone to connect your  
earbuds, or with Google Fast Pair, your Android phone  
will instantly ask to connect to your buds if nearby.

HOW TO USE – CALLS HOW TO USE – MUSIC*
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FEATURES BENEFITS

Connectivity Bluetooth 5.2 Jabra 6th generation true wireless

Audio 6mm speakers Powerful bass

Customizable EQ Hear your music your way with a customizable equalizer, available in the Jabra Sound+ app

SBC and Qualcomm® aptX™ Enhanced sound performance

2-microphone technology Transmits your voice with more accuracy and less noise

Passive Noise Reduction Closed acoustic design to reduce surrounding noise 

Ease of use Rechargeable battery Up to 21 hours battery with charging case

Fast Charge Get 1 hour of battery from 10 minutes of charging in the charging case  

Instant app access One-touch Spotify playback* (Android only)

Voice assistant enabled Works with Amazon Alexa* (Android only), Siri® and Google Assistant™

Fast pair Google Fast Pair (Android only)

Design & 
comfort

Compact design Lightweight for a comfortable and secure fit

Accessories 3 pairs of silicon EarGelsTM (S, M, L), a charging case and a USB-A to USB-C cable

Durability IP55-rated earbuds Made from durable materials with a 2-year warranty**

App Jabra Sound+ Access EQ, Find My Jabra and more

*One-touch Spotify playback / Voice assistant button can be re-configured in the Jabra Sound+ app
**Against failure from dust and water with Jabra Sound+ app registration
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Up to 14 hours charge on-the-go  


